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Abstract— Classification is a known as a supervised learning process in which we have a prior information about the data to be 

classified. It is used to find out the relation between the dataset and the group which is to be checked with the dataset by 

comparing its each instance. The most famous classification algorithms which are used nowadays are k-nearest neighbor, C4.5, 

ID3, SVM and Random forest. Statistical approach, Neural networks and MAchine learning approaches are followed by the 

general classificat ion algorithms. And taking into consideration of the above mentioned approaches the following paper 

introduces us to the survey of the aforementioned algorithms in details including their advantages and disadvantages.  

 
Index Terms— supervised learning, K-nearest neighbor, C4.5, ID3, SVM, Random Forest. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

I.INTRO DUCTION  

  As a kind of inductive learning algorithm, decision tree algorithms have been successful to build classifiers with the aim 

to maximize the classification accuracy. The well-known ID3 [1], C4.5 [2], CART [3], and so on all center around inducing 

decision trees for the high classificat ion accuracy. However, one of the main difficulties of tree building in practice is that the 

majority of variables tests have associated cost, which may be d iverse for each test [5,6]. Since data is not free, instead o f only 

focusing on classification accuracy, a learner should perform an economic yet effective induction in practical applicat ion. Test -

cost sensitive learning is more practical than simple tradit ional classificat ion in many applications such as intelligent med ical 

diagnostic systems [7]. To the simplest of our information, some existing test-cost sensitive learning algorithms ar regarding 

equalization the act of two styles of price, particu larly the misclassificat ion price and also the take a look at price, to d etermine 

that take a look at are done [8–13]. When a test case is classified by a decision tree, some algorithms  have tried to find a tradeoff 

between the accuracy and the test cost. These algorithms are all the improved test -cost sensitive versions based on ID3 or C4.5 

and they directly adapt existing informat ion theoretic measures by including costs. All these algorithms reduce the test cost, 

unfortunately, yet at the same time degrade the classification accuracy. 

 

In this paper we focus on building decision trees which have not only the lower test cost but also the higher classification 

accuracy. We can build decision trees which reach the same classificat ion accuracy as C4.5, mean while reduce the test cost 

significantly. Previous works reduce the test cost while also degrade the classification accuracy. When selecting the current 

attribute to build a tree, we cannot only consider the total test cost, but also the classification accuracy.  

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related works on attribute selection measures in decision 

tree learning and test-cost sensitive decision tree. Section 3 proposes the conclusion and comparison among the  following 

algorithms ID3 , K nearest algorithm, C4.5 algorithm, SVM and Random Forest algorithm.  

 

II. RELATED WO RK 

In this section previous related work will be explain attribute selection measures in decision tree learning and Test -cost 

sensitive decision tree. 

 

 Neural Network 

 

The field of Neural Networks has arisen from various sources starting from understanding and emulating the human brain to 

broader problems with repeating human skills like speech and might be use in varied fields like banking, legal, medical, news, in  

classification program to reason information as intrusive or tradit ional. typically neural networks comprises layers of 

interconnected nodes wherever every node manufacturing a non-linear operate of its input and input to a 

node could return from different nodes or directly from the input file . Also, some nodes  area is known with the output of the 

network.  

On the premise of this instance there area unit completely d ifferent applications for neural networks that involve recognizin g 

patterns and creating straightforward choices concerning them. In airplanes we will use a neural network as a basic autopilot 

wherever input units reads signals from the assorted cockpit instruments and output units modifying the plane’s controls 

befittingly to stay it safely on the right track. within a manufacturing plant we will use a neural network for internal control.  
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Classification Algorithm 

Classification is one amongst the information Mining techniques that's in the main accustomed analyze a given dataset and takes 

every instance of it and assigns this instance to a selected category specified classification error are going to be least. it's 

accustomed extract models that accurately outline vital in formation categories at intervals the given dataset. Classification  could 

be a 2 step method. throughout start the model is formed by applying classification formula on coaching information set then in 

second step the extracted model is take a look ated against a predefined test dataset to live the model trained performance a nd 

accuracy. Thus classification is that the method to assign category label from dataset whose class label is unknown. 

 
ID3 Algorithm  

Id3 calculat ion starts with the first set because the root hub. On each cycle of the rule it emphasizes through each unused attribute 

of the set and figures the entropy (or informat ion obtain IG(A)) of that attribute. At that time chooses the attribute that has the 

litt lest entropy (or biggest information gain) worth. The set is S then split by the chosen attribute to provide subsets of t he 

knowledge. The rule y ield to recourse on every and each item in set and considering solely things ne'er chosen before. Formula on 

a set might waken a halt in one amongst these cases: 

• Every  element in the subset belongs to the same category (+ o r -), then the node is become a 

leaf and tagged with the category of the examples.  

• If there are no more attributes to be selected but the examples still don’t 

belong to an equivalent category then the node is changed into a leaf and tagged with the foremost common category of 

the examples therein set. 

• If there are no examples in the subset, then this happens when parent set 

found to be matching a specific value of the selected attribute. For example if there was no example matching with 

marks >=100 then a leaf is created and is labelled with the most common class of the examples in the parent set. 

Working steps of algorithm is as follows, 

• Use the data set S and calculate the entropy for each attribute. 

• Using the attribute for which entropy is minimum and split the set S 

• Construct a decision tree node containing that attribute in a dataset. 

• Recurse on each member of subset using remaining attributes. 

SVM  

SVM have attracted a great deal of attention in the last decade and actively applied to various domains applications. S VMs are 

typically used for learning classificat ion, regression or ranking function. SVM are based on statistical learn ing theory and 

structural risk min imization principle and have the aim of determining the location of decision boundaries also known as 

hyperplane that produce the optimal separation of classes. Maximizing the marg in and thereby creating the largest possible 

distance between the separating hyperplane and the instances on either side of it has been proven to reduce an upper bound on  the 

expected generalization erro r. Efficiency of SVM based classification is  not directly depend on the dimension of classified 

entities. Though SVM is the most robust and accurate classificat ion technique, there are several problems. The data analysis in  

SVM is based on convex quadratic programming, and it  is computationally expensive, as solving quadratic programming methods 

require large matrix operations as well as time consuming numerical computations. Train ing time for SVM scales quadratically in  

the number of examples, so researchers strive all the time for more efficient training algorithm, resulting in several variant based 

algorithm. 

 SVM can also be extended to learn nonlinear decision functions by first projecting the input data onto a high -dimensional feature 

space using kernel functions and formulating a linear classification problem in that feature space [4]. The resulting feature  space 

is much larger than the size of dataset which are not possible to store in popular computers. Investigation on this issues leads to 

several decomposition based algorithms. The basic idea of decomposition method is to split the variables into two parts: set of 

free variables called as working set, which can be updated in each iteration and set of fixed variables, which  are fixed at a 

particular value temporarily. Th is procedure is repeated until the termination conditions are met[5]. Orig inally, the SVM was  

developed for binary classificat ion, and it is not simple to extend it for multi -class classificat ion problem. The basic idea to apply 

multi classificat ion to SVM is to decompose the multi class problems into several two class problems that can be addressed 

directly using several SVMs. 

 K Nearest Algorithm 

 

The nearest neighbor  rule d istinguishes the categorification of unknown datum on the idea of its nearest neighbor whose class is 

already known M. cover and P.E.The purpose k nearest neighbour (KNN) during which nearest neighbor is computed on the idea  

of estimat ion of k that indicates what percentage nearest neighbors ar to be thought-about to characterize category of a sample 

datum.. It makes utilization of the quite one nearest neighbor to see the category during which the given informat ion belongs  to 

and and consequently it's referred to as as KNN. These knowledge samples are required to be within the memory at the run time 

and therefore they're observed as memory-based technique.The training points area unit allotted weights in step with their 

distances from sample datum. however at an equivalent time the machine quality and memory necessities stay the first concern 

faithfully.To overcome memory limitation size of data set is reduced. For this the repeated patterns which don’t include additional 

data are also eliminated from training data set. 

To more enhance the focuses that don’t influence the result ar in addition eliminated from coaching data set. The NN coaching 

informat ion set may be organized utilizing totally different systems to reinforce over memory limit of KNN. The KNN 

implementation may be done victimisation ball tree, k-d tree, nearest feature line (NFL), axis search tree and orthogonal search 
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tree. The tree structured coaching information is more divided into nodes and techniques like NFL and tunable metric divide t he 

coaching information set in line with planes. vict imisation these algorithmic programs we will expand the speed of basic KNN 

algorithm. take into account that AN object is sampled with a collection of various attributes. assumptive its cluster may be  

determined from its attributes; totally different algorithms may be wont to automatise the classification method. In pseudo code k -

nearest neighbor classification algorithmic p rogram may be expressed. 

 

K →number of nearest neighbors For each object Xin the test set do calculate the distance D(X,Y ) between X and every 
object Y in the training set  

neighborhood  ! the k neighbors in the train ing set closest to X 

X.class  → Select Class (neighborhood) End for  

 
C 4.5 Algorithm  

 

C4.5 is an algorithm used to produce a decision tree which is an expansion  of prior ID3 calculation. It enhances the ID3 algorithm 

by managing both continuous and discrete properties, missing values and pruning trees after construction. The decision trees 

created by C4.5 can be used for grouping and often referred to as a statis tical classifier. C4.5 creates decision trees from a set of 

training data same way as Id3 algorithm. As it is a supervised learning algorithm it requires a set of training examples whic h can 

be seen as a pair: input object and a desired output value (class ). The algorithm analyzes the training set and builds a 15 

 

Classifier that must have the capacity to accurately arrange both training and test cases. A test example is an input object 

and the algorithm must predict an output value. Consider the sample training data set S=S1,S2,...Sn which is already classified. 

Each sample  Si consist of feature vector (x1,i, x2,i, ..., xn,i) where xj represent attributes or features of the sample and the class 

in which Si falls. At each node of the tree C4.5 selects one attribute of the data that most efficiently splits its set of samples into 

subsets such that it results in one class or the other. The splitting condition is the normalized informat ion gain (differenc e in 

entropy) which is a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two probability distributions P and Q. The attribute with 

the highest information gain is chosen to make the decision. General working steps of algorithm is as follows,  

• Assume all the samples in the list belong to the same class. If it is true, it simply  

creates a leaf node for the decision tree so that particular class will be selected.  

• None of the features provide any informat ion gain. If it is true, C4.5 creates a decision node 

higher up the tree using the expected value of the class.  

• Instance of previously-unseen class encountered. Then, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree 

using the expected value.  

Random Forest Algorithm  

 

 Random forests are a combination of tree predictors such that each tree depends on the values of a random vector sampled 

independently and with the same d istribution for all trees in the forest. The generalization error for forests converges a.s. to a limit  

as the number of trees in the forest becomes large  

The common element in all of these procedures is that for the kth tree, a random vector Θk is generated, independent of 
the past random vectors Θ1, ... ,Θk−1 but with the same distribution; and a tree is grown using the training set and Θk , 
resulting in a classifier h(x,Θk ) where x is an input vector. For instance, in bagging the random vector Θ is generated as 
the counts in N boxes resulting from N darts thrown at random at the boxes, where N is number of examples in the 
training set. In random split selection Θ consists of a number of independent random integers between 1 and K. The nature 
and dimensionality of Θ depends on its use in tree construction. After a large number of trees is generated, they vote for the 
most popular class. We call these procedures random forests. 

The random forests algorithm applies the general technique of bagging, to tree learners. Given a training set X = x1, ..., xnwith 

responses Y = y1, ..., yn, bagging repeatedly (B times) selects a random sample with replacement of the training set and fits trees to 

these samples: 

For b = 1, ..., B : 

1. Sample, with replacement, B training examples from X, Y; call these Xb, Yb. 

2. Train a decision or regression tree fb on Xb, Yb. 

After training, predictions for unseen samples  x' can be made by averaging the predictions from all the individual regression 

trees on x': 
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III. CO NCLUSION 

This paper focuses on various classification techniques A new test -cost sensitive decision tree learning algorithm is proposed in 

this paper, which aims to keep the high classification accuracy meanwhile reduce the total test cost. Compared to C4.5, ID3, K 

nearest algorithm and ,existing test-cost sensitive decision tree learning algorithms by adapting information theoretic measures to 

introduce the test cost degrade the classification accuracy when they reduce the total test cost, while our algorithm maint ains the 

same classification accuracy as C4.5 at the same time significantly reduces the total test cost. This paper provides a new id ea for 

research, i.e., it does not has to reduce the test costs at the cost of the loss of classification accuracy. We can  reduce the total test 

cost and maintain the same classification accuracy as C4.5 simultaneously. For this purpose, A random factor is introduced to  tree 

building to make trees more so that a random attribute selection measure is presented. Instead of the greedy strategy, the proposed 

random attribute selection measure employs a random strategy to guide the selection of the optimal attribute for splitting. Our 

current version transforms the test-cost sensitive classification problem into a constrained single-objective optimization problem. 

However, in  many real-world applicat ions, continuous features are widespread and, therefore, extending it  to direct ly handle 

applications with continuous features is another direction for our future study.biased in favor o f the test cost or the classification 

accuracy 
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